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2 of 5 review helpful an engineer s view By D E Bodette A worthless book from the perspective of actually doing 
image reconstruction from projections 4 of 4 review helpful Review from Strictly Engineering Perspective is Unfair 
By San Diego Tomographer By way of introduction I do research in tomographic methods and have written a 
complete system for electron microscope Since the advent of computerized tomography in radiology many imaging 
techniques have been introduced in medicine science and technology This book describes the state of the art of the 
mathematical theory and numerical analysis of imaging The authors survey and provide a unified view of imaging 
techniques provide the necessary mathematical background and common framework and give a detailed analysis of 
the numerical algorithms This book not only reflects the theo From the Publisher Audience The book is aimed at 
mathematicians engineers physicists and other scientists with the appropriate skills who want to understand the 
theoretical foundations of image reconstruction and solve concrete problems 
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